
TPO VJTI POLICY 2023-24

Common rules for BTech, MTech and MCA
1. Companies are requested to release their PPO by the end of July, as the Final Placement
process starts from 1st August each year. (TPO will remind the companies, and the students are
also requested to do the needful from their end, and remind their respective companies).

Rules for MCA only

Eligibility for Placements and Internships:

1. Students who have successfully qualified for an internship are eligible for only
placements.

2. Students who have successfully qualified for a placement are eligible only for
internships.

3. Students who have secured both a placement and an internship (I+P) are exempted from
the placement process.

4. Candidates should clearly communicate to the HR before their interviews, if they are
interested in either placements, internships, or if they have secured both opportunities.

Rules for BTech only

1. If the student gets a PPO, they can avail only one more placement offer of a company in

the same tier as the current company or of a higher tier regardless of whether the PPO is

accepted or rejected.

2. If the student wishes to be eligible for a maximum of 2 offers through the placement

process, they should inform the company not to consider them for PPO before it is

released.

3. If a student has one offer in hand and they get a PPO after that, they can select any one of

these two.



Category Branch CTC Range (INR)

Normal CE and IT

Circuit Branches

All other branches

< 20 Lakh

< 15 Lakh

< 12 Lakh

Dream CE and IT

Circuit Branches

All other branches

≥ 20 lakh and < 40 Lakh

≥ 15 Lakh and < 40 Lakh

≥ 12 Lakh and < 40 Lakh

Super Dream All branches ≥ 40 Lakh

Once a student has been placed in a company falling into a particular category, moving forward,
they will be permitted to apply for only those companies which fall into a higher category than
the one they are currently placed in. However the betterment, i.e getting placed in a company of
a higher category, is restricted to only one time.

Example:
If a student is waitlisted (or there is a delay in result declaration) by company ABC and later they
get a job in some other company PQR, and then if the company ABC gives an offer then the
student will have a choice to decide between ABC and PQR. But, that will be counted as a
betterment switch and then the student cannot apply for betterment after that.

Please note that students interning at a particular company are not permitted to apply for
the same company through the placement process.

Internships:

1. All internships will follow the “Once student, One internship offer” policy.

Academics and TPO:

1. The TPO has no say in academic and examination-related matters.



2. The institute’s academic section does not allow students to do internships (and any
other work) that overlap with academic activities. TPO will hence not allow companies to
offer internships and full time offers having their dates overlapping with the dates when
academic activities are held (according to the official academic calendar released by the
institute).

In case of any discrepancy, the decision of Professor - In - Charge, Training and Placement
Office, VJTI will be final.


